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a b s t r a c t
Augmented reality (AR) has received increasing attention in minimally invasive surgery (MIS) applications. The goal of applying AR techniques to MIS is to enhance a surgeon’s perception of the spatial relationship by overlaying invisible structures (e.g. tumor or vessels) onto the in vivo endoscopic video
acquired during the surgery. One of primary issues of AR visualization is to provide correct depth perception for visible and invisible structures. In this paper, we present a video-based AR system consisting of
functional modules for real-time 3D surface capture, reconstruction, and registration with pre-operative
segmented CT model. The real-time 3D registration allows precise overlay of invisible structures onto 2D
video for AR visualization. The AR overlay result is displayed on a multi-view autostereoscopic lenticular
LCD. To study and compare the efficacy of AR visualization techniques, we investigated five different AR
visualization modes. Both simulated and in vivo experiments were carried out and autostereoscopic AR
visualization results were given. Evaluation and comparison for depth perception between five AR visualization modes are presented. Finally, we conclude the characteristics of these visualization modes. The
novelty of our work lies in successful implementation of an end-to-end 3D autostereoscopic AR system
from real-time reconstruction and registration with our multi-channel 3D endoscope, and systematic
evaluation and comparison of five different visualization modes for depth perception.
Ó 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) [1] refers to a technique that combines
real and virtual objects in a single visualization. It provides viewers
with stronger insight of viewing targets that cannot be revealed
using traditional visualization techniques. In AR, virtual objects
can be presented to viewers for enhanced visualization experience
and user interaction. Furthermore, an underlying invisible structure can be shown (i.e. overlaid) on a real-time image to help viewers to better understand the real scene. AR has attracted
considerable research interest and it has been widely applied to
areas including medical applications, manufacturing industry,
education and entertainment.
AR is becoming popular in medical and clinical applications
where minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is becoming common in
practice. In typical MIS, an endoscope is inserted into a patient’s
body through a small incision. A surgeon observes the patient’s
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internal structures from an external display monitor which presents images acquired by endoscope. Although MIS introduces
many benefits to patients, such as small wound size and short
recovery time, it remains challenging for surgeons.
One challenge is that there are severe constraints on a surgeon’s
visual perception and his dexterity of possible surgical manipulation since the surgeon is not able to interact directly with the surgical scene via direct viewing. Another challenge in MIS is that vital
structures (e.g. tumor or vessels) are usually located under or
behind the visible surface and are not directly viewable by endoscope. This makes it even harder for a surgeon to perceive the spatial relationship of the surgical scene. However, understanding the
precise spatial relationship is critically important during the surgery, since the surgical goal is to remove tumor with minimum
injury to healthy vital structures. In traditional MIS, the surgeon
needs to mentally derive a mapping relationship between preoperative images (e.g. CT or MRI) and the real-time endoscopic
image in order to determine the exact location of tumor or vessels
below an organ’s visible surface. This process, however, is highly
stressful since it requires the surgeon to mentally reconstruct a
precise 3D model from pre-operative images and translate it into
the surgical scene in real-time. This mental process presents a
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heavy burden to the surgeon’s workload and its result heavily
relies on the surgeon’s experience.
In order to tackle these problems, we apply AR technique to
MIS. AR is achieved by laying over the endoscopic image with hidden structures (e.g. tumor or vessels) in visualization. It provides
additional visual information to overcome the aforementioned
challenges. Due to its significant advantages, AR has attracted a
lot of research interest in MIS in the past several decades. AR visualization provides surgeons with added 3D spatial awareness that
help surgeons’ surgical manipulation during the surgery. It promises reduction of surgical time and increase of surgical precision
[2].
A complete AR system usually includes many techniques, such
as tracking, registration, reconstruction, visualization and display.
Apart from most AR systems, in this work, we implement an
end-to-end 3D autostereoscopic AR system from real-time reconstruction and registration with our multi-channel 3D endoscope.
The process of reconstruction and registration is inspired by [3],
but we use our multi-channel 3D endoscope to perform robust
dense reconstruction and apply a multi-view autostereoscopic lenticular LCD to our AR visualization. The advantages are that determining the location of hidden structures does not need extra
markers compared to traditional optical tracking and is more feasible in MIS. Furthermore, autostereoscopic 3D display conforms
to human’s vision cognition. Since AR visualization techniques for
MIS remain an ongoing topic of research and still have a lot of room
for improvement [4], our focus in this paper lies on AR visualization. Depth perception, which means to obtain the correct spatial
relationship between hidden and visible structures, is the main
issue in AR visualization. Therefore, we explore depth perception
of several different modes in our autostereoscopic AR visualization.
Our AR system concentrates on the ablation of tumor inside the
kidney.
Our main contributions include:
(1) Proposed and implemented an AR system for MIS application from real-time reconstruction and registration with
our multi-channel 3D endoscope;
(2) Proposed and implemented an autostereoscopic 3D display
for visualizing 3D AR results;
(3) Implemented and compared five different modes in
autostereoscopic AR visualization for depth perception;
(4) Performed subjective perceptual tests to study the efficacy
of different visualization modes using our autostereoscopic
display.

is worth exploring further. Good overviews of medical AR visualization are provided in [4,13]. In this section, we will briefly review
some works on both visualization techniques and display technologies in medical AR.
2.1. Visualization techniques in medical AR
Medical AR visualization can be mainly divided into 3 categories which are shown in Fig. 1: the video-based method, the
see-through method and the projection-based method [13]. The
video-based method [3,5,6,10,11] is to superimpose invisible structures on the video captured by cameras. The see-through method
[14,15] can be done using a semi-transparent mirror in front of a
user’s view. The user can see a real scene directly through the mirror as well as a reflection of invisible structures’ imaging on the
mirror. The projection-based method [7,16] directly projects invisible structures on the real scene using a projector.
Considering the characteristics of our MIS where only a small
incision is available and the surgical area is captured by the endoscope, the video-based method is more suitable than others. Possible visualization strategies in the video-based method are mainly
classified into 3 aspects (Fig. 1): transparency, window and
contour.
Transparent overlay (i.e. alpha-blending) is the simplest
method and widely used in medical AR [3,6,9,10]. It mixes virtual
and real scene in a certain proportion. However, it easily results
in a common problem that invisible structures seem to be located
above the real surface rather than below it [17]. Transparent mask
is also widely used by many groups [5]. It modulates mixing ratio
depending on the distance to the interested area. The ghosting
method [18] is a further improvement. In the ghosting method,
mixing proportion varies pixel wisely according to the importance
of each pixel in the camera image. It has many variants [19,20].
However, these methods cannot work well when the real image
does not have sufficient features or the visible surface does not
have rich geometric shapes.

The focus of this paper lies on autostereoscopic AR visualization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, we briefly review previous works from visualization
techniques and display technologies in Section 2. Our autostereoscopic AR visualization, including AR localization and visualization
modes, is introduced in Section 3. Next, simulated and in vivo AR
visualization results are presented and depth perception is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Literature review
Augmented reality can be applied to many surgical domains,
such as surgeries of neurosurgery [5], liver [6–8] and kidney
[3,9–11]. Although AR is popular in medical applications, very
few researches have fully explored AR visualization techniques.
To the best of our knowledge, only [5,12] explored different visualization techniques for depth perception in medical AR. Since visualization and display are directly presented to viewers, they play
important roles in AR system. Therefore, medical AR visualization
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Fig. 1. Classification of visualization techniques in medical AR.
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Virtual window [21] is typically used to observe hidden structures occluded by the real surface. It creates a window on the visible surface through which hidden structures can be observed.
However, the shape and colors of some part of the visible surface
are missing due to the creation of the window. This easily weakens
user’s perception of the real scene. Random-dot mask [22] is then
proposed to decrease the destruction of the real surface. Instead of
using a window, small random dots are created. It produces a feeling of observing hidden structures through many small holes on
the real surface. However, virtual object cannot be entirely
maintained.
Contour overlay [23] is also adopted in medical AR. It only renders contour rather than entire structures of the invisible object.
However, details of hidden structures are lost. Some improvements
which aim to provide better perception include rendering hidden
structure as well as its contour [5] or adding encoded information
when rendering contour [23]. We can also combine two or more
methods from the aforementioned techniques in visualization.
2.2. Display technologies in medical AR
With the characteristics of each AR visualization technique, different display methods are used. Traditional 2D display is simple
but only provides monocular images. However, since human brain
has advanced power to handle 3D vision and with the development
of 3D display technologies [24], many systems integrate 3D display
to bring improved quality of AR visualization. Most of them have
focused on the use of Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) [21,25]
which are the binocular stereoscopic 3D displays with specific eyeglasses. HMDs feed two eyes with slightly different images to generate 3D sensation. They can be divided into video-see-through
way or optical-see-through way whose principles correspond to
the aforementioned video-based method and see-through method
respectively. Because wearing eyeglasses during the surgery is not
convenient and comfortable for surgeons, 3D display without eyeglasses, which is also called autostereoscopic 3D display, is considered to use in medical AR. A 3D AR system using integral
videography autostereoscopic image overlay was proposed in
[15,26]. Their system can provide accurate 3D spatial images. It
is based on the see-through method and usually operates by looking directly at the patient external anatomy. However, in our MIS,
it is natural to provide a video-based AR system [13] since the surgical area is the patient internal organ which can only be observed
indirectly. Therefore, we adopt a multi-view autostereoscopic lenticular LCD in our system. This 3D display is able to provide different images in several angular positions (views), thus provides both
binocular parallax and motion parallax and allows more than one
viewer to observe at the same time. Although it only has horizontal
parallax, limited resolution and limited 3D image spatial accuracy
[24], its strengths make it convenient and practical for our case.
This 3D display utilizes existing 2D screen fabrication infrastructure. Its cost is relatively low and its implementation is simple.
Furthermore, the evaluation in the experimental section reveals
that the accuracy of our 3D display is acceptable. Both [27,28] in
the literature used a similar commercial autostereoscopic monitor
in their systems, but they did not present their display methods in
detail. In our work, we will elaborate our autostereoscopic AR system and visualization.
3. Autostereoscopic AR visualization techniques
The goal of medical AR is to integrate hidden structures into the
real scene. This generally requires 2 steps: the first is to determine
the exact location of hidden structures with respect to the real
scene and the second is to visualize these hidden structures. We

will follow this framework to elaborate our AR system in the
subsections.
3.1. AR localization
Similar to the system in [3], our AR system uses real-time
reconstruction and registration to determine the location of hidden
structures. Our AR system, which is illustrated in Fig. 2, can be
divided into 2 sections: pre-processing and online-processing.
Pre-processing only has to be performed once and includes calibration and segmentation. Online-processing consists of 3 parts:
reconstruction, registration and AR visualization. The green model
shown in the flow chart is a 3D printed kidney which is segmented
from CT image series. We add some artificial textures on its surface
for easy reconstruction. We will briefly introduce each part in the
following.
In pre-processing, we first use camera calibration toolbox [29]
to calibrate cameras’ intrinsic and extrinsic parameters from captured endoscopic images. Then, 3D Slicer toolkit [30] was used to
segment visible kidney and invisible structures (e.g. tumor or vessels) from pre-operative CT images and generate 3D surface models. The kidney surface is used for registration and hidden
structures are used for AR visualization.
After that, we move to online-processing. Our multi-channel 3D
endoscope captures 5 images from different viewpoints at the
same time. We use the 5 images and the calibrated camera parameters in reconstruction. The DTAM algorithm [31] is adopted to get
a depth map and then a point cloud of the reference frame. The
point cloud of reconstructed partial kidney can be seen as placed
in the real camera coordinate which is shown as the blue point
cloud in Fig. 3.
Since our work focuses on AR visualization, for simplicity, we
assume that deformations between pre-operative and intraoperative data are negligible. We use iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm [32] to register CT segmented kidney model to the
reconstructed one. ICP converges to global optimization only if a
good initialization is provided. In our system, either pulling the
CT model to be close to the reconstructed one or initial aligning
among landmarks is needed. After registration, the pose of the CT
model with respect to the camera coordinate is identified, which
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The image for AR visualization is rendered
after the acquisition of this explicit spatial relationship.
3.2. Autostereoscopic AR visualization
Our AR visualization is displayed on a 9-view autostereoscopic
lenticular LCD which must provide different images in 9 angular
positions (views). Since we now have a reference camera image
and its corresponding depth map, the other 8 views could be estimated from them. The depth map is obtained through the reconstruction step. After obtaining total 9 views, we can render
corresponding hidden structure on each of them. The white color
of virtual objects is our simple choice and does not have any profound meaning. We think white is reasonable because it is distinguishable in the real endoscopic scene. The appropriate color for
virtual objects should be in contrast to the real scene which is
the principle of the choice of the color. Finally, 9 rendered 2D
images are used to generate a synthetic image for autostereoscopic
3D display. We use a novel light field decomposition optimization
strategy to generate the synthetic image. For more knowledge
about this strategy, please refer to [33]. The general pipeline of
autostereoscopic AR visualization is shown in Fig. 4.
To improve depth perception in AR visualization, several visualization modes are used. They are transparent overlay, virtual window, random-dot mask, transparent mask, and the ghosting
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Fig. 2. The overview of our AR system. Our AR system is divided into 2 sections of pre-processing and online-processing, which are represented by the dashed blocks.
Calibration and segmentation are included in pre-processing. Online-processing consists of reconstruction, registration and AR visualization. The calibrated camera
parameters are used in reconstruction. The output of segmentation and reconstruction are the inputs in registration. The output of segmentation integrating the result of
registration is rendered in AR visualization. In segmentation, the left is a series of pre-operative CT slices; the right are the segmented surfaces of kidney and tumor, where
tumor is the small one inside the kidney. In reconstruction, the left are 5 captured endoscopic images and the right are reconstructed depth map and point cloud. In
registration, green point cloud of CT segmented kidney is aligned with white point cloud of reconstructed kidney. In AR visualization, AR view with simple overlay of internal
tumor is shown.

3.3.1. Transparent overlay
In this mode, each AR rendering view is obtained through Eq.
(1). This mode is also called alpha blending which mixes virtual
and real scene with a fixed proportion. The adjustable transparency
parameter a is a user-specified constant. However, this mode
easily results in false spatial perception [17] because virtual structures occlude the real scene at some extent which provides wrong
occlusion cues. The rendered hidden structure seems to be located
above the visible surface rather than below it.

R ¼ Oð1  aÞ þ V a

Fig. 3. An illustration of the spatial relationship for AR rendering. Registration is the
key technique to locate the CT model in the camera coordinate. The blue point cloud
is the reconstructed model and the green point cloud is the CT segmented model.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

ð1Þ

3.3.2. Virtual window
In this mode, we need the reconstruction of the visible surface
on which a virtual window is created. This provides a feeling of
getting a view of the inside of the visible surface. A user should
define a rectangular framework of the virtual window at first. In
order to generate the sense of reality, window wall is also created
after defining window normal. In our method, window normal is
defined by the average of point normals in the specified rectangular area. A normal for a vertex x1 is calculated as the eigenvector of
S with the smallest eigenvalue. S is the covariance matrix of all the
neighboring vertices xi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ around x1 and is computed in
Eq. (2). The wall and the background are decorated with some textures in order to further generate the sense of reality.

S ¼ YY T
Y ¼ ðy1 ; y2 ; . . . ; yn ÞT

method. We will introduce the technical approach of each visualization mode in the following subsection.
3.3. Technical approaches of visualization modes
In this part, we will present the technical implementation of
each visualization mode. Assume the original endoscopic image
is Oðx; yÞ. The virtual structure rendered from the point of view
of the camera is Vðx; yÞ. The AR rendering view is denoted as Rðx; yÞ.

y i ¼ xi  m
n
1X
xi
m¼
n i¼1

ð2Þ

3.3.3. Random-dot mask
In this mode, a rectangular region is also required at first. Similar to virtual window, we create many small holes on the reconstructed surface. The size and density of these holes can be
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Fig. 4. The general pipeline of autostereoscopic AR visualization. Our 3D display is implemented on a 9-view autostereoscopic lenticular LCD. The AR rendering view is
implemented by simple overlay of internal tumor.

adjusted according to user’s preference. Virtual window and
random-dot mask aim to enhance depth perception through providing correct occlusion relationships.
3.3.4. Transparent mask
In this mode, a transparent mask is first created. When a user
gives a center point c and a radius r in image coordinate, the value
of transparent mask at point p is defined in Eq. (3) where
d ¼ kp  ck. An example of transparent mask is shown in Fig. 5.
We designate the white circular area as masking area. Users can
control the center and radius of masking area. Transparent mask
can be seen as a combination of transparency and window.
The implementation of transparent mask in autostereoscopic
3D display is slightly different from the general pipeline shown
in Fig. 4. Total 9 masks should be generated from a userspecified transparent mask and reference’s depth map. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5. We made an assumption that masking
area locates at the same depth. The depth of masking area is computed as the average of depth map in the white circular area. Then
each AR rendering view is obtained through Eq. (4). The final synthetic image for 3D display is subsequently obtained from 9 AR
rendering views.

(

aðpÞ ¼

jdrj
r

06d6r

0

else

ð3Þ

R ¼ Oð1  aðpÞÞ þ V aðpÞ

ð4Þ

3.3.5. The ghosting method
In this mode, a ghosting map is firstly generated. The ghosting
map indicates which part of the endoscopic image is important
and then uses them as depth enhancing cues. The ghosting map
is obtained through saliency analysis. Inspired by [18], the analysis
includes edge detection, color difference and local contrast. Edges
are seen as important parts of the original image. Color difference
 is the
is computed in Eq. (5) from a global point of view, where O
mean color of the entire image. Local contrast is computed in Eq.
(6). We define a region around a pixel (x, y). The pixels in the region
m
are Oi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ, where m is the number of these pixels and O
is the mean color in this region. All the above color computation is
calculated in the CIELAB color space, since it conforms to human
color perception. The pixel is considered to be important in the
camera image and assigned to 1 in the ghosting map if it satisfies
one of the following conditions: (1) It belongs to the detected
edges; (2) Its color difference is larger than a pre-defined threshold; (3) Its local contrast is larger than another threshold. Finally,
the ghosting map is smoothed by a Gaussian filter to reduce high
frequency artifacts. Apparently, each pixel value in the ghosting
map is between 0 and 1. Fig. 6 shows the process to generate the
ghosting map.

Fig. 5. The process to implement autostereoscopic AR visualization based on transparent mask.
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Fig. 6. The process of generating the ghosting map.


Colorðx; yÞ ¼ kOðx; yÞ  Ok
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pm
 2
i¼1 ðOi  Om Þ
Contrastðx; yÞ ¼
m

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

To implement the ghosting method in autostereoscopic 3D display, 9 ghosting maps should be first generated. This process is
shown in Fig. 7. Other 8 ghosting maps are generated by the initial
ghosting map and the depth map. Transparency a in each pixel is
then decided by the corresponding value in the ghosting map.
The high value in the ghosting map assigns low value of a, which
means that the corresponding part of the endoscopic image is
important and should be less disturbed by invisible structures.
After defining a small a1 and a large a2, the transparency of pixel

(x, y) can be obtained through Eq. (7), where g(x, y) is the pixel
value of the ghosting map. Then each AR rendering view is
obtained through Eq. (8). The synthetic image is generated
subsequently.

aðx; yÞ ¼

gðx; yÞ  0
ða1  a2 Þ þ a2
10

R ¼ Oð1  aðx; yÞÞ þ V aðx; yÞ

ð7Þ
ð8Þ

In our study, we render either a tumor or vessels for AR visualization. They have different modalities. A tumor is a small object
with simple structure, while vessels have complex structures and
are usually wide spread. The first rendering views of these modes
are shown in Fig. 8. In the next section, we will present our

Fig. 7. The process to implement the ghosting method in autostereoscopic 3D display.
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Fig. 8. The first rendering views of AR visualization of tumor (row 1) and vessels (row 2) with transparent overlay (column 1), virtual window (column 2), random-dot mask
(column 3), transparent mask (column 4) and the ghosting method (column 5).

autostereoscopic AR visualizations in both simulated and in vivo
experiments. Evaluation and comparison towards these AR visualization modes for depth perception are carried out and pros and
cons of each visualization mode are discussed.

second was in vivo experiment with a real pig’s kidney. The real
operation scene is shown in Fig. 9. The augmented tumor or vessels
are illustrative and do not reflect the real situation. Our study
focuses on depth perception in autostereoscopic AR visualization.

4. Experiments and discussions

4.2. Perceptual tests

Although many researchers have proposed different AR visualization methods to improve depth perception, most of them did
not evaluate the efficacy of their visualizations on depth perception [18,20]. Other researchers, who did present perceptual tests
in their AR systems, mainly focused on HMDs [12,19,22]. In this
section, we design experiments to explore depth perception of different autostereoscopic AR visualization modes. We first introduce
our experimental setup. Then, perceptual tests were carried out
and their results are analyzed. Finally, we conclude the pros and
cons of each AR visualization mode.
4.1. Experimental setup

Autostereoscopic AR visualizations in both simulated and in vivo
experiments are shown in Fig. 10. Next, we perform perceptual
tests to evaluate depth perception of different autostereoscopic
AR visualization modes. Perceptual evaluation receives less attention in the literature [4]. Although Edwards et al. [34,35] presented
depth perception earlier, we do not adopt their strategy which
required a tracked pointer. In more related researches [22,36,37],
perceptual tests were performed by presenting visualization results
to participants and recording their feedbacks. We follow this framework to design our tests. Our tests are divided into 2 categories of
spatial perception and relative depth perception. We will describe
them in detail in the following parts.

A 9-view autostereoscopic lenticular based 3D monitor
ZM215D01 is used in our study. Its refresh rate is 60 Hz. Two kinds
of experimental environment were carried out. The first experiment used a simulated phantom where a 3D printed kidney model
with some artificial textures was used. This model was the one to
explain our visualization modes in the previous section. The

4.2.1. Test 1 – spatial perception
The first test involved 12 people from our institute (8 male, 4
female) aged between 25 and 33. All of them stated that they
had normal 3D vision and 3 were familiar with 3D display technologies. All the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
on the correctness of spatial perception (whether virtual structures

Fig. 9. The operation scene for in vivo experiment. (a) The external scene of the operation. The guide device is used to control the orientation of the endoscope through
magnet and the inflator pump is used to pump air into pig’s abdomen to provide enough space for the movement of the endoscope. (b) The internal scene of the operation
captured by another miniature imaging device.
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Fig. 10. Autostereoscopic AR visualizations (snapshots of the 3D display monitor’s screen) in both simulated (column 1–2) and in vivo (column 3–4) experiments with
transparent overlay (row 1), virtual window (row 2), random-dot mask (row 3), transparent mask (row 4) and the ghosting method (row 5).

are located behind the visible object) and rate each mode on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 stands for the poorest, 5 is the best
and 3 means unsureness). Besides, they were also asked to pick up
the best visualization modes for tumor and vessels respectively. In
the study, they could freely move their heads which meant motion
cues had been taken into consideration. A participant involved in
the process of the study is shown in Fig. 11.
4.2.2. Test 2 – relative depth perception
In the second test, we investigated the relative depth perception
in these AR visualization modes. This experiment can be seen as a
more refined evaluation of the capability of depth presentation of
our 3D AR visualization. To design the experiment, we rendered
the virtual tumor at different depth positions below the visible surface. In case participants would use the tumor size as a depth cue,
the rendered tumor size was kept constant regardless of depth
positions. There was only one tumor in an AR image, but two con-

secutive frames of different images were presented to participants.
The participants were asked to identify the relative depth relationship (which tumor was nearer, and which was further to the surface) between the two tumors which were rendered at different
depth positions. Apart from the previous depth position in test 1,
we designed another 4 deeper depth positions for the tumor. Relative depth distances (10 mm, 20 mm, 50 mm and 100 mm)
between the previous position and the 4 newly rendered positions
are recorded as the quantitative evaluation of how relative depth
distances will influence depth perception. Each participant in our
study made 40 comparisons in random order, which were 5 visualization modes  4 relative distances  2 repetitions. 12 people,
10 male and 2 female, aged between 24 and 30, were involved.
All of them stated that they had normal 3D vision and 4 were
familiar with 3D display technologies. They could move their heads
during the observation. We then analyze the correct identify rate of
each combination of modes and distances.
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participants commented that random-dot mask was clutter and
was not helpful in perceiving spatial relationship. In the right figure, we record the number of preference for each visualization
mode. Transparent mask is picked as the best AR visualization
mode for both tumor and vessels. Transparent overlay and
random-dot mask are the two poorest visualization modes. In general ratings varied greatly across participants.
Experimental result of test 2 is shown in Fig. 13. Since the rendered tumor size was constant, the experiment could simply reveal
improved performance of 3D AR display compared with 2D AR display. The 4 relative depth distances can be seen as the quantitative
evaluation of how relative depth distances will influence depth
perception. A two-way ANOVA was conducted and indicated a significant main effect for both visualization modes (F(4,220) = 5.629,
p < 0.05) and distances (F(3,220) = 18.183, p < 0.05). No significant
interaction was observed (F(12,220) = 0.685, p = 0.765). A Tukey
post hoc test confirmed that (a) the correct answer rate was significantly higher with the increase of relative distances, and (b) the

Fig. 11. A participant was involving in the perceptual tests.

4.2.3. Results
Experimental results of test 1 are shown in Fig. 12. In the left
figure, larger values on the vertical axis signify more agreement
for the correct spatial perception. Results are interpreted in the
mean values and the standard errors. It shows that transparent
mask and the ghosting method have the most correct spatial perception. Transparent overlay has the poorest spatial perception. A
one-way ANOVA indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between visualization modes (F(4,55) = 2.695, p < 0.05).
A Tukey post hoc test revealed that the spatial perception was statistically significantly more correct when applying the ghosting
method (p < 0.05) compared to transparent overlay. Most of the
participants found that virtual structures floating above the visible
surface in transparent overlay. Although virtual window, randomdot mask, and transparent mask also seemed to achieve a greater
score than transparent overlay, they were not significant. Some

Fig. 13. Result of the relative depth perception test as a function of visualization
modes and relative depth distances.

Fig. 12. Results of the spatial perception test. The left figure shows the computed mean and standard deviation of the Likert scale. The higher the score the more participants
thought the mode could provide the correct spatial perception. The right figure shows participants’ visualization preference for tumor and vessels. In AR visualization modes,
‘‘TO”, ‘‘VW”, ‘‘RM”, ‘‘TM” and ‘‘GM” stand for transparent overlay, virtual window, random-dot mask, transparent mask and the ghosting method respectively.
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Table 1
Comparison of different visualization modes.
Techniques

Advantage

Disadvantage

Transparent overlay

Simple to operate;
Applying to both simple and complex virtual structures

Causing virtual structure floating over the visible surface

Virtual window

Maintaining the correct spatial relationship between real and virtual
structures

Requiring user to define a region of interest;
Missing the shape and colors of some part of the visible surface;
Only observe partial structure when applied to complex virtual
object

Random-dot mask

Maintaining the correct spatial relationship;

Causing the feeling of clutter;
Missing some part of virtual structure;
Only observe partial structure when applied to complex virtual
object

Solving the problem of visible surface removal
Transparent mask

Maintaining the sense of the correct relationship;
Improving the problem of visible surface removal

Still missing some shape and colors of the visible surface;
Only observe partial structure when applied to complex virtual
object

The ghosting
method

Applying to both simple and complex virtual structures;
Maintaining the sense of the correct spatial relationship

Fail when the real image does not have sufficient features;
Requiring some image processing techniques

relative depth perception was significantly worse in virtual window compared to other visualization modes. There were no significant differences in relative depth perception among transparent
overlay, random-dot mask, transparent mask, and the ghosting
method. The spatial accuracy (depth distance for accepted relative
depth perception) can be estimated as 10 mm, since the correct
answer rate exceeds 50% afterwards. Among all the modes, virtual
window has the poorest performance no matter how far is the relative distance. That is because in virtual window, the shape and
colors of some part of the visible surface is missing. Therefore,
we cannot observe virtual structures and the visible surface at
the same time which hinders the estimation of relative depth distance between them. For other 4 modes, the ability to simultaneously observe virtual and real objects makes them perform well
for perceiving the relative depth relation. Transparent overlay also
performs well when we told participants that virtual structures
were rendered behind the visible surface beforehand. In our test
with 2 repetitions, we find that people can tell depth relationship
better in the second round. Therefore, we can infer that with more
practice, people’s depth perception can be improved. Although we
analyze relative depth perception in different autostereoscopic AR
visualization modes, absolute depth perception is not considered.
It is difficult for people to obtain absolute depth perception from
our current system. Some extra information (for example color)
may be used to illustrate absolute depth distance and will be
focused in the future.
4.3. Comparison of different modes
In this subsection, we compare different AR visualization modes
from our experimental results and participants’ comments. Transparent overlay is poor because it does not provide correct occlusion
cues and therefore easily results in false spatial perception [17]. In
virtual window and random-dot mask, correct occlusion relationship is provided. The window and small holes can be seen as visual
cues to cause the sensation that virtual structures are located
behind the visible surface. However, many participants said that
random-dot mask resulted in a feeling of clutter and had a bad user
experience. That is because many small holes in this mode can be
seen as salient features provided by the environment, which limit
the performance of perception [38]. In virtual window, virtual
structures and visible surface cannot be observed at the same time
which hinders the estimation of relative depth distance between
them. In transparent mask, the gradually changing transparency
makes virtual structures easily be perceived below the visible
surface. The ghosting method uses the important region of the

endoscopic image to create the correct spatial perception. As for
virtual structures, they can be divided into simple and complex
categories. From our questionnaire, there is no big difference of
visualization modes for the two categories. However, in virtual
window, random-dot mask and transparent mask, we could only
observe partial structure of the complex virtual object. Based on
our experimental results and participants’ comments, we conclude
the pros and cons of these AR visualization modes in Table 1. We
can combine all those modes into our AR system and surgeons
can choose modes according to their preference. With autostereoscopic AR visualization in MIS, it is likely that surgeons can understand the surgical scene and augmented structures more easily.
5. Conclusions
In this article, we propose and implement an AR system for MIS
application from real-time reconstruction and registration with
our multi-channel 3D endoscope. We also use an autostereoscopic
3D display for visualizing 3D AR results in our system. Furthermore, we explore depth perception of different modes in
autostereoscopic AR visualization. AR visualization modes in our
system are: transparent overlay, virtual window, random-dot
mask, transparent mask and the ghosting method. Our AR visualizations are displayed on a 9-view autostereoscopic lenticular
LCD and presented on both simulated and in vivo experiments.
Perceptual evaluation and comparison including both spatial perception and relative depth perception are carried out. We also
summarize all the pros and cons of these visualization modes.
Although our work only focuses on visualization now, the entire
AR system’s accuracy and stability will be evaluated thoroughly
in the future. We also plan to accomplish non-rigid registration
in our system. Furthermore, we plan to develop a strategy to present absolute depth perception. We also plan to display tumor
and vessels at the same time and consider strategies to reveal
the relative relationship between them. Our ultimate goal is to
apply our autostereoscopic AR visualization techniques to real
surgery operations.
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